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Abstract 

 

 

 

 The objective of this thesis is to cluster all the users of NBG’s Internet Banking 

Platform into groups, with technological skills as a criterion based on logged interaction data. 

First step is to examine initial data set, understand all analysis requirements and create a plan 

for the data processing procedures. Then, some pre-processing is important in order to ensure 

best possible data quality. All the data are migrated in a distributed environment, where all the 

data processing and handling takes place. The main data processing is done using sql queries, 

which results into the final input for the clustering algorithm. Using k-Means and forward 

feature selection, the best k parameter and the best feature subset is chosen. As selection 

criterion, an internal validation metric is used, because it is an unsupervised problem. Finally, 

all formed clusters are further examined in order to match each one of them with a technology 

experience level. Using association rules mining, a set of frequent rules has been extracted for 

every cluster that results to a pattern discovery that uniquely represents each cluster.  
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Chapter 1 
 

Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 superficially overviews - describes the subject of this thesis and 

illustrates the analysis steps in a flowchart. 
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The main goal of this thesis is to take advantage of the interaction logs of an 

application and attempt to cluster users based on their technological level of experience. For 

the purpose of this thesis, the application is a real world case. More specifically, it is about 

National Bank of Greece Internet Banking web and mobile platform that allows users to 

access their bank accounts or cards and perform various types of online transactions. The 

whole analysis provides an insight about the level of awareness in the technological field and 

is a piece of information that can be very useful for the bank or in general for any 

organization, company that keeps interaction logs.  

 

Before getting into further details about the analysis, in the following figure is 

presented the whole workflow. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 - Analysis workflow chart 
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Chapter 2 
 

Business understanding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 examines the business scope of the analysis and identifies business 

requirements. 
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 One of the most important steps in order to conduct a successful and essential data 

analysis is to study and understand the purpose of the analysis and what requirements has the 

company set. Lack of business understanding may cause critical effects on the final inference 

of the analysis. In this case the goal is to use some interaction logs of an e-banking platform 

and cluster its users based on their familiarity with this platform and technology in general. 

As far as the logged interaction are concerned, they are stored in the form of a traditional 

relational database in a Microsoft SQL Server and they extend into a year range between 2014 

and 2016. Taking under consideration the number of clients that use National Bank of Greece 

Internet Banking platform, it becomes clear that all the analysis extensively involves the term 

Big Data. Without the implication of Big Data, the whole approach would be totally different.  

 

 Besides the extensive volume of the data, another aspect that must be considered is 

how the raw data will be processed, transformed and will result into the input for the 

clustering algorithm. Currently, there are several available solutions, such as in-memory or 

distributed solutions. Each one of them, has its own benefits and drawbacks and the final 

decision must be made after deep studying of the current use case. Once again, due to the big 

data volume, a distributed solution should be better choice. Also, response time is a very 

crucial factor for every data analysis. A real-time response time differs from a one-time static 

response. The first one needs an approach that favors fast, effective processing and generates 

output in real-time with no delays. On the other hand, an analysis that needs to be conducted 

only once and possibly re-conducted in the future has not this kind of constraints. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Data exploration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 explores initial data set in order to fully understand it and decide which 

method is more appropriate for data processing - handling. 
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 As mentioned in the business understanding chapter, the raw data are stored in a 

Microsoft SQL Server as table of a relational database. All the interactions are logged in the 

database since 2014. Specifications about SQL Server are presented in the following table: 

 

 

 

SQL Server specifications 

Operating system Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-4640 v2 @ 2.20 GHz  
4 processors 

Memory 60 GB 

Storage 25 TB 

Microsoft SQL 
Server Version 

13 

Database name InternetBankingAudit 

Database size 1.5 TB 

Table name ServiceAuditInfo 

Table size 700 GB 

 

Figure 2 - SQL Server specifications’ table 
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 The main table with all the logged interactions contains the following fields: 

 

 

Figure 3 - Relational table description 

 

More specifically: 

 

❖ Id - Unique Identifier 

 A unique interaction identifier. 

 

❖ Timestamp - DateTime2(7) 

 Exact timestamp of the interaction in the format: yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss 

 

❖ Host - Varchar(100) 

 Name of the device that received this call. 
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❖ ServiceName - Varchar(400)                           

 Name of the API call that interaction called. 

 

❖ Type - UniqueIdentifier  

 Type of API call request. 

 

❖ Application - UniqueIdentifier                 

 Specific application of i-bank platform. 

 

❖ ExecutionTime - Time(7) 

 Total execution time of interaction’s API call. 

 

❖ ClientSession - Varchar(100)       

 Unique identifier of the client’s session. 

 

❖ ClientUsername - Varchar(100) 

 Username of the client that interacts with the platform. 

 

❖ ClientIPAdress - Varchar(100) 

 IP Address of the client that interacts with the platform. 

 

❖ ClientDetails - Varchar(1000) 

 Details of the device that client uses during session. 

 

❖ ClientRequestPath - Varchar(200) 

 Same information with ServiceName field. 

 

❖ WebHost - Varchar(100) 

 IP Address of the device that received the API call 

 

❖ infoID - UniqueIdentifier 

           Primary key of table.  
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 One big disadvantage of the raw data format is that are stored in a single pc relational 

database model. In general, relational databases have been extensively used and have 

succeeded to fulfill the needs of various companies and projects.  Some of their advantages, as 

Borysowich mentions in his blog [4], is flexibility, well-establishment and standardization 

through their usage over the years. Another one positive feature is that can be queried through 

an easy to understand and learn SQL language. Also, the whole concept of data modelling 

using relational tables is easily understood and developed. Although, it may be convenient for 

a company to purchase a fast, durable machine and simply store all the data, in the era of Big 

Data these kind of strategies have to be reconsidered. 

 

Primarily, size is a limitation factor. As the number of records increases, traditional 

RDBMS finds it difficult to properly handle big data volumes. Many of the database 

functionalities, such as indexing, joins and query handling have transformed into drawbacks 

that somehow need to be overcome. Besides volume there are more properties that Big Data 

have brought, such as variety, velocity, veracity. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 - 4 V’s of Big Data 
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Each one of them affects the approaches that data scientists have to follow. One 

development is to actually use multiple CPU cores or more memory, but once more it has 

been proven inadequate. A very uprising trend is the distributed databases, where instead of a 

single computer, there is a set - cluster of computers that function concurrently as a unified 

system. After taking a closer look into this approach, it is clear that there is improved 

performance, availability and scalability. Performance is better, because many machines work 

in parallel and the final functionality is far more improved than a single computer database. 

The availability aspect is visible from the fact that if for any reason one computer fails, there 

are mechanisms that will handle these type of situations and will allow the whole system to 

continue work properly. Last but not least, the subject of scalability is essential because as the 

number of data is increased, so does the need for database size expansion.  

 

Despite all their advantages, there are also some disadvantages that keep distributed 

database systems from being the ultimate solution for every big data problem in the academic 

and industrial community. One of the main issues is complexity, because the final product 

must hide the distributed nature and act as one inseparable entity.  This is an undoubtedly hard 

task to carry out. ‘Besides the normal difficulties of designing a centralized database, the 

design of a distributed database has to take account of fragmentation of data to specific sites, 

and data replication’, according to Thakur’s article[17]. Since there are multiple sites, data need 

to be fragmented and allocated. Cost is one more factor that emerges, because distributed 

functionality involves many computer resources which are expensive to acquire, install and 

maintain.  For the interaction data of this analysis, a distributed approach should be a decent 

selection due to data volume and the aggregations that are necessary for the clustering 

algorithm input generation. 

 

In order to provide further clarification about this decision, some basic and more 

advanced queries were executed directly on the Microsoft SQL Server and the results were 

the following: 
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Simple count of all records. 

SELECT COUNT(*)  

FROM ServiceAuditInfo 

Execution time: 2 minutes 

 

Select all the unique client details. 

 SELECT DISTINCT (ClientDetails) 

 FROM ServiceAuditInfo 

Execution time: 16 minutes 

 

Count how many times every API call occurred. 

 SELECT ServiceName, COUNT (ServiceName) 

 FROM ServiceAuditInfo 

GROUP BY ServiceName 

Execution time: 2 minutes 

 

Even for simple scans of the whole table records, the execution time is relatively big 

even for a non-real-time analysis. As the queries become more complicated, execution seems 

impossible. Thus, a single site relational database cannot be used for the data processing and 

manipulation in this analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Data pre-processing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 presents all the necessary procedures during data pre-processing 

stage. 
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 A very important step of the analysis is the pre-processing of the data. Raw initial data 

usually are not in the ideal state to be further processed. Very often, some of the fields contain 

noisy information that alters the entire result. For the current analysis there are many fields 

that do not provide useful information, such as WebHost and ExecutionTime, and thus there 

is no need to include them in the data set. The following list includes all the table columns 

that contain meaningful data: 

 

1) Timestamp 

2)  ServiceName 

3)  ClientSession 

4)  ClientUsername 

5)  ClientIPAdress 

6)  ClientDetails 

 

 Apart from the already logged interaction data, it is possible to add extra fields that 

will create a more concrete data set and improve the final clustering. First addition, concerns 

the IP Address of the client. Details about the origin city of the IP Address, may reveal 

interesting findings about clients - users. Some clients may use several different addresses that 

may originate from different cities in the world. As a result, a function that takes as input an 

IP Address and returns its origin city is essential. In order to implement this functionality, an 

IP geolocation database, called GeoLite and a Python module, called pygeoip, in order to 

interact with the database, were used. First, extract all the unique Client IP Addresses from 

the database using this query: 

 

  SELECT DISTINCT(ClientIPAdress) 

  FROM ServiceAuditInfo 

 

Then all the addresses, were looked up and were matched with a city. Finally, all the (IP,City) 

pairs were inserted in a separate table called ClientIPCity. The table was created using this 

query: 
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  USE [InternetBankingAudit] 

GO 

 

SET ANSI_NULLS ON 

GO 

 

SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 

GO 

 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[ClientIPCity]( 

[ClientIPAdress] [varchar](100) NOT NULL, 

[City] [varchar](100) NOT NULL, 

PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED 

( 

 [ClientIPAdress] ASC 

) WITH ( 

PAD_INDEX=OFF , 

STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE=OFF ,  

IGNORE_DUP_KEY=OFF ,  

ALLOW_ROW_LOCKS=ON) 

ON [PRIMARY] )   

ON [PRIMARY] 

GO 

 

 

  Note that table contains as index the column ClientIPAdress for faster join execution 

with the big ServiceAuditInfo table.  

 

 

 

 

  Client details is also a field that can be used to generate another important column. 

This analysis involves user clustering on both web and mobile platform, thus is essential to 

find a way to assign each interaction to a platform type that originated from. After a parsing of 
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the ClientDetails with semi-manual technique, a new column called Platform was created. All 

the (ClientDetails, Platform) pairs were saved in a .csv file and will be used in a following 

step of the analysis. After the addition of new fields, the final list of the interaction data 

columns is the following: 

 

 

1) Timestamp 

2) ServiceName 

3) ClientSession 

4) ClientUsername 

5) ClientIPAdress 

6) City 

7) ClientDetails 

8) Platform 
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Chapter 5 
 

Data cluster platform overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 presents an overview for the cluster platform that interaction data 

were uploaded and processed. 
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 All the main data manipulation will be conducted in a distributed environment as it 

was discovered during initial data exploration. The bank kindly provided a HortonWorks Data 

Platform, which includes all the required tools to handle and analyze the big amount of 

interaction data. ‘HDP is the industry's only true secure, enterprise-ready open source 

Apache™ Hadoop® distribution based on a centralized architecture (YARN). HDP addresses 

the complete needs of data-at-rest, powers real-time customer applications and delivers robust 

big data analytics that accelerate decision making and innovation.’, as official site 

mentions[20].  It is also open source and delivers enterprise-grade services. All the tools that 

are integrated into the platform and are easily to enable/disable are presented in the following 

figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - HDP overview 
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The major component that the whole data platform relies on is the Hadoop Distributed 

File System. HDFS provides a file system fully optimized for big data sets. YARN is involved 

in the part of resource management and allows multiple workloads to be processed 

simultaneously. One level above data management tools, are built all the data access tools 

such as Map-Reduce, Pig, Hive, Spark. There is a variety of different tools, that support basic 

and more advanced functionalities on data. Another category of tools regarding data loading 

and management, called Governance and Integration, is responsible for import or exporting 

data in or out of Hadoop. Security is always an important factor and it could not be absent 

from a data platform. Features such as administration, authentication and authorization are 

implemented in multiple layers ensuring consistency and integrity. Lastly, operation tools are 

responsible for provisioning, managing, monitoring and scheduling. These are key features to 

ensure that Hadoop remains user friendly and fits seamlessly into any enterprise environment. 

 

 

For this analysis the tools that will be used are the following: 

 

1) Ambari 

2) HDFS 

3) Spark 

4) Yarn 

5) Sqoop 

6) Hive 
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❖ Ambari 

  

The Apache Ambari provides a web user interface that simplifies the process of 

monitoring and managing the data platform. It is simply accessed from a web browser in the 

following URL: 

http://master_node_ip.ambari.apache.org:8080 

 

 

The following images are screenshots of the Ambari Web UI. 

 

 

Figure 6 - Ambari dashboard 
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Figure 7 - Ambari services 

 

 

Figure 8 - Ambari admin 
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Figure 9 - Ambari hosts 

 

 

Figure 9 shows information about the cluster. Node x0000z0201.nbg.gr is the master node 

and nodes x0000z0202.nbg.gr , x0000z0203.nbg.gr and x0000z0204.nbg.gr are the slave 

nodes. 

 

 In order to interact with the cluster we need to establish an SSH connection with the 

master node. Using PuTTY we create an SSH connection with Host Name = 10.32.106.236, 

Port = 22, Username = ‘root’ and Password = ’abcd1234’. We can connect to any of the four 

nodes using as Host Name its IP Address. Username and Password is the same for every 

node. For this analysis is only required to connect with the master node. For file transfer 

between local computer and the cluster an FTP client is required. FileZilla is used and 

connection arguments are the same as SSH connection via PuTTY. 
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❖ HDFS 

 

 The Hadoop Distributed File System is a distributed file system designed to run on 

commodity hardware. Features that make HDFS unique is fault-tolerance, low-cost hardware, 

high throughput access and support for large data sets. HDFS has a master/slave architecture. 

Master is a single NameNode that is responsible for file system management. Slaves act as 

Data Nodes and are responsible for data storing. Since it is a distributed file system, all files 

split in blocks of a preassigned size. Each block is assigned in a Data Node and there are also 

backups - replications to ensure that if a node failure occurs, then data retain their integrity 

and the whole process is invisible to users.  

 

In the following figure is illustrated the architecture of a typical cluster with HDFS. 

 

 

Figure 9 - HDFS architecture 
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❖ Spark 

 

Shoro and Soomro study the importance of Apache Spark in Big Data Analysis [16].  

Spark is a fast and reliable cluster computing engine, which supports many programming 

languages such as Java, Python and Scala. ‘Spark supports in-memory computing, that 

enables it to query data much faster compared to disk-based engines such as Hadoop, and also 

it offers a general execution model that can optimize arbitrary operator graph’, Shoro and 

Soomro also mention. Fast query execution is a key factor for this use case, because over one 

billion interaction data have to be joined and aggregated in a non-real-time but feasible time 

space. Some other major reasons that Spark is essential in Big Data Analytics is easy 

installation, the whole project is open-source and it is able to join data sets from multiple 

disparate data sources.  Spark has also a lot of tools - libraries built directly on it, that allow 

users to experiment with data and create state-of-the-art systems. An overview of Spark is 

shown in the figure below. 

 

 

 

Figure 10 - Spark overview 
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❖ Yarn 

 

It is inadequate to have a fast, reliable cluster with HDFS and Spark, if there is not any 

resource management and monitoring. Apache Yarn is a tool especially built for these 

functionalities, which may not be directly visible but they have major contribution in the 

resulting service quality of a data platform. Main idea is to have a global ResourceManager 

(RM) and per-application ApplicationMaster (AM). An application is either a single job or a 

DAG of jobs. The ResourceManager and the NodeManager form the data-computation 

framework. The ResourceManager is the ultimate authority that arbitrates resources among all 

the applications in the system. The NodeManager is the per-machine framework agent who is 

responsible for containers, monitoring their resource usage (cpu, memory, disk, network) and 

reporting the same to the ResourceManager/Scheduler. An overview of Yarn’s is shown in the 

following figure. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Yarn architecture 

 

 

Details about Sqoop and Hive are given in chapters 6 and 7, because they interact 

directly with the data.  
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Figure 12 - Hadoop’s revenue over the years 

 

 

In figure 12 revenue from Hadoop and NoSQL software/services is plotted between 

years 2012 and 2017. This plot illustrates that there is a constant uprising trend indicating that 

distributed processing is not only theoretically studied and commonly approved but is also 

used with positive results in practical and professional level. During a period of five years 

revenue increased by 600% (542 million to 3.4 billions).  
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Chapter 6 
 

Hive database creation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 6 describes all Hive tables in a column as well as in a conceptual level. 
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 A short and concise description of the Apache Hive project is given in the official 

project site [21]. ‘The Apache Hive ™ data warehouse software facilitates reading, writing, and 

managing large data sets residing in distributed storage using SQL. Structure can be projected 

onto data already in storage. A command line tool and JDBC driver are provided to connect 

users to Hive.’ After careful observations during business understanding stage, a distributed 

approach was chosen. Hive is the tool that will help to implement query execution in 

distributed mode, accelerating final execution and providing a SQL language to easily process 

and transform all the interaction data. Since it is an Apache project, it is built on top of the 

Hadoop. Operations such as analysis of huge data sets, ad-hoc queries and data encapsulation 

are some of the use cases, where Hive excels. In figure 13 Hive’s architecture is presented. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13 - Hive architecture 

 

 

 

 

 Key components in Hive’s architecture are Hive Clients, Hive Services, Processing 

and Resource Management, Distributed Storage. Hive supports all languages that interact with 

it using JDBC, ODBC or Thrift drivers. As far as the services are concerned, Hive provides 

web interface and command line interface for query execution. All the queries are executed 

via Hadoop MapReduce framework. 
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Schema for the current project contains following tables:  

A. Interactions 

B. DetailsPlatform 

C. Sessions 

D. FeatureSpace 

E. FeatureSpaceMobile 

F. FeatureSpaceWeb 

G. TransCounts 

H. TransCountsMobile 

I. TransCountsWeb 

J. NonTransCounts 

K. NonTransCountsMobile 

L. NonTransCountsWeb 

 

Interactions 

❖ InteractionTimestamp - Timestamp 

❖ ServiceName - Varchar(400) 

❖ ClientSession - Varchar(100) 

❖ ClientUsername - Varchar(100) 

❖ ClientIPAdress - Varchar(100) 

❖ ClientDetails - Varchar(1000) 

❖ City -Varchar(100) 

 

Interactions contains all the required fields of table ServiceAuditInfo from  the Microsoft SQL 

Server. More details about data migration in chapter 7. Create query for Interactions table is 

shown below: 
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CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS Interactions( 

InteractionTimestamp Timestamp, 

ServiceName Varchar(400), 

ClientSession Varchar(100), 

ClientUsername Varchar(100), 

ClientIPAdress Varchar(100), 

ClientDetails Varchar(1000), 

City Varchar(100) 

); 

 

 

DetailsPlatform 

❖ Details - Varchar(1000) 

❖ Platform - Varchar(50) 

 

DetailsPlatform contains all the unique client details of the data set and their assigned 

platform. Create query for DetailsPlatform is show below: 

 

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS DetailsPlatform( 

Details Varchar(1000), 

Platform Varchar(50) 

); 
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Figure 14 - Data space transformations 

 

Figure 14 illustrates the plan of data space transformations. Initial interaction data are 

aggregated and transformed into session data. Then, session data are transformed into feature 

space data, which clustering algorithm uses as input. 

 

 

Sessions 

❖ ClientUsername 

❖ ClientSession 

❖ ClientIPAdress 

❖ City 

❖ ClientDetails 

❖ Platform 

❖ ServiceCount 

 Total number of services that user has requested during this session. 

❖ SessionDuration 

 Duration in minutes of this sessions. 
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❖ InteractionDelay 

 Average delay between user interactions in this session. 

❖ LoginStamp  

 Timestamp of user’s login. 

 

Session table contains aggregated interaction data. Each row represents a user session. 

 

 

FeatureSpace, FeatureSpaceMobile , FeatureSpaceWeb  

❖ Username 

❖ SessionCount 

 Total number of sessions for this user. 

❖ AvgSessionDuration 

 Average session duration in minutes for this user. 

❖ AvgInteractionDelay 

 Average delay between interactions per session for this user. 

❖ AVGServiceCount 

 Average number of services per session for this user. 

❖ UniqueIPs 

 Number of unique IP addresses this user used. 

❖ UniqueCities 

 Number of unique cities this user’s IP address originated from. 

❖ UniqueDetails 

 Number of unique client details found for this user. 

❖ LoginFrequency 

 Login frequency in minutes for this user. 

 

FeatureSpaceMobile and FeatureSpaceWeb table contain features about mobile and 

web users of the i-bank platform respectively. This distinction is made in order to have a 

better view of user behavior in each platform. FeatureSpace table contains features for all 

users for both platforms. It is worth mentioning that during data exploration, it was found that 

approximately 40% of interactions in the initial table had empty ClientDetails. Information 

about client device is crucial for declaring whether the API call originated from mobile or 

web platform. In order to perform the analysis on the full data set, all users with empty 
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ClientDetails were omitted, since there was no actual way to even predict the platform 

without ClientDetails field. 

 

 

TransCounts , TransCountsMobile, TransCountsWeb 

❖ ClientUsername 

❖ TransCount 

 Number of transactional API calls that user has requested. 

 

 

NonTransCounts , NonTransCountsMobile, NonTransCountsWeb 

❖ ClientUsername 

❖ NonTransCounts 

 Number of non - transactional API calls that user has requested. 

 

Internet Banking platform mainly support two different kinds of services, transactional 

and non - transactional. Transactional tasks include anything that is relevant with money. 

Most common transactional task is a payment. In the same category belong tasks related with 

stock exchange, credit cards, loans, sales, orders and cheque blocks. On the contrary, non-

transactional tasks allow users to view their accounts, balances, recent transactions, download 

locally transaction content. Three tables about transactional tasks (one for each platform case) 

and three tables about non - transactional tasks were created. They contain clients’ username 

that will be used for the joins with the appropriate tables. 

 

Query SQL Server execution time Hive execution time 

Count all records with non-empty 

ClientDetails 

31 minutes 5 minutes 57 seconds 

Count unique ClientUsername 

with non-empty ClientDetails 

16 minutes 7 minutes 7 seconds 

Count all unique ClientDetails 16 minutes 6  minutes 44 seconds 
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Chapter 7 
 

Database migration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 overviews the tool for data migration and explains the data 

migration command step by step. 
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 Initial raw data are stored in a Microsoft SQL Server relational database. Next step of 

the analysis is to transfer all the data from SQL Server to the cluster. Apache has developed 

Apache Sqoop, a tool designed for transferring data in bulk between Hadoop and structured 

datastores such as relational databases. Sqoop can also be used to extract data from Hadoop 

and export it into external structured datastores. It works with relational databases such as 

Teradata, Netezza, Oracle, MySQL, Postgres, and HSQLDB. It also supports imports of 

sequential data sets from mainframe directly on HDFS. Data transfer is parallel, improving 

performance and system utilization. Also, it is able to combine structured and unstructured 

data that results to efficient data analysis.  

 

Figure 15 - Sqoop architecture 

 

 

 As shown in figure 15, Sqoop create MapReduce jobs that transfer data in parallel 

between Hadoop and structured datastores. In order to connect with external datastores, 

Sqoop has various connectors built in and can be used for popular database and data 

warehousing systems. Microsoft provides its own JDBC drivers, but they lack a very 
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important feature for this analysis. They do not support domain specification in the 

connection URL and the Microsoft SQL Server of the bank is member of a domain. Without 

domain specification it is impossible to successfully connect Apache Sqoop with the 

Microsoft SQL Server. Fortunately, there are other JDBC drivers which support domain 

specification in the connection and gave solution to the connectivity problem. 

 

 ‘jTDS is an open source 100% pure Java (type 4) JDBC 3.0 driver for Microsoft SQL 

Server (6.5, 7, 2000, 2005, 2008 and 2012) and Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise (10, 11, 12 

and 15). jTDS is based on FreeTDS and is currently the fastest production-ready JDBC driver 

for SQL Server and Sybase ASE. jTDS is 100% JDBC 3.0 compatible, supporting forward-

only and scrollable/updateable ResultSets, concurrent (completely independent) Statements 

and implementing all the DatabaseMetaData and ResultSetMetaData methods’, official jTDS 

project site mentions[24]. Sqoop command are very user friendly and it is easy to use. 

Command ‘sqoop import’ is the only one necessary. It allows to import data directly into Hive 

tables, 

 

The command that migrates interaction data from Microsoft SQL Server directly to 

Hive is the following: 

 

sqoop import \ 

--connect 

"jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://10.32.105.139:1433;domain=nbgit;databaseName=InternetBankingAudit" \ 

--driver net.sourceforge.jtds.jdbc.Driver \ 

--username ruser --P \ 

--query "SELECT 

Timestamp,ServiceName,ClientSession,ClientUsername,ServiceAuditInfo.ClientIPAdress AS 

ClientIPAdress,Replace(Replace(Replace(Replace(ClientDetails,'\"',''),',',''),'©',''),'Ϋ','') AS 

ClientDetails,ClientIPCity.City AS City FROM ServiceAuditInfo JOIN ClientIPCity ON 

ServiceAuditInfo.ClientIPAdress=ClientIPCity.ClientIPAdress WHERE \$CONDITIONS " \ 

--target-dir /user/root/userinteractions/ \ 

--delete-target-dir \ 

--hive-table nbg.Interactions \ 

--hive-import \ 

-m 1 
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❖ Connection argument 

--connect 

"jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://10.32.105.139:1433;domain=nbgit;databaseName=InternetBankingAudit"  

 

Use jTDS drivers to connect with Microsoft SQL Server in IP address 10.32.105.139 , 

port 1433. Computer that runs SQL Server is member of the domain ‘nbgit ‘ and the 

database which has all the data is called InternetBankingAudit. 

 

❖ Driver argument 

--driver net.sourceforge.jtds.jdbc.Driver  

 

Specify JDBC driver class to use.  

 

❖ Username argument 

--username ruser --P  

 

Authenticate with database using ‘ruser’ as username. Password is read from console. 

(--P option) 

 

❖ Query argument 

--query " 

SELECT Timestamp, 

    ServiceName, 

    ClientSession, 

    ClientUsername 

    ServiceAuditInfo.ClientIPAdress AS ClientIPAdress, 

    Replace(Replace(Replace(Replace(ClientDetails,'\"',''),',',''),'©',''),'Ϋ','') AS ClientDetails, 

   ClientIPCity.City AS City  

FROM ServiceAuditInfo 

JOIN ClientIPCity 

ON ServiceAuditInfo.ClientIPAdress=ClientIPCity.ClientIPAdress 

WHERE \$CONDITIONS "  
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Join tables ServiceAuditInfo and ClientIPCity based on ClientIPAdress field and 

select only the necessary columns of ServiceAuditInfo. Also clear ClientDetails from 

quotes and characters © and Ϋ using built-in SQL function Replace. Last two 

characters created problems in Session table creation. Query must include the token 

$CONDITIONS which each Sqoop process will replace with a unique condition 

expression. 

 

❖ Target directory argument 

--target-dir /user/root/userinteractions/  

 

Use HDFS local directory /user/root/userinteractions/ Full path of the directory is 

hdfs://x0000z0201.nbg.gr:8020/user/root/userinteractions/  

 

❖ Delete target directory option 

--delete-target-dir  

  

This option deletes target directory from the HDFS after the job is completed. Hadoop 

cannot re-execute the same command if target directory already exists. 

 

❖ Hive table argument 

--hive-table nbg.Interactions  

 

Import all the data to Hive table Interactions. In case it does not exists, it is 

automatically created.  
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❖ Hive import option 

--hive-import  

 

This options specifies to the Apache Sqoop that all the data will be transferred directly 

into Hive and not to the HDFS. 

 

❖ Number of mappers argument 

-m 1 

 

Use one mapper for data importing. In order to use many mappers to import parallel 

the data, Sqoop requires a non string primary key.  

 

Data transfer took almost 5 hours at 13,3 MB/sec. Total 1.216.266.558 records were retrieved 

and total size was 226 GB. In Microsoft SQL Server the whole interaction table is 700 GB. 

Selecting only needed columns reduced data set size at 1 / 3 . 
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Chapter 8 
 

Hive SQL Query execution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Chapter 8 presents and describes all the necessary Hive sql queries. 
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❖ Create Sessions query 

 

CREATE TABLE Sessions AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

    Interactions.ClientSession, 

    ClientIPAdress, 

    City, 

    ClientDetails, 

    DetailsPlatform.Platform, 

    COUNT(ServiceName) AS ServiceCount, 

 (unix_timestamp(MAX(InteractionTimestamp))-unix_timestamp(MIN(InteractionTimestamp)))/60 

AS SessionDuration, 

((unix_timestamp(MAX(InteractionTimestamp))-

unix_timestamp(MIN(InteractionTimestamp)))/60)/(COUNT(ServiceName)-1) AS 

InteractionDelay, 

MIN(InteractionTimestamp) AS LoginStamp  

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName LIKE "/%" AND ClientUsername!="SYSTEM_IDENTITY" AND 

ClientUsername NOT LIKE "WARMUP%" 

GROUP BY 

ClientUsername,Interactions.ClientSession,ClientIPAdress,City,ClientDetails,DetailsPlatform.Platform; 

 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform 

field. Exclude all system users. System users have as ClientUsername either 

SYSTEM_IDENTITY or WARMUP<number>. SparkSQL built-in function unix_timestamp 

a time string to Unix timestamp. This function is useful in order  to compute metrics related to 

time, such as session duration and delays. Sessions table is grouped by ClientUsername and 

ClientSession, transforming interaction data into session data.  
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❖ Create FeatureSpace query 

 

CREATE TABLE FeatureSpace AS 

SELECT Sessions.ClientUsername AS Username, 

    COUNT(ClientSession) AS SessionCount, 

    AVG(SessionDuration) AS AvgSessionDuration 

    AVG(InteractionDelay) AS AvgInteractionDelay, 

    AVG(ServiceCount) AS AVGServiceCount, 

    COUNT(DISTINCT ClientIPAdress) AS UniqueIPs, 

    COUNT(DISTINCT City) AS UniqueCities, 

    COUNT(DISTINCT ClientDetails) AS UniqueDetails, 

    (unix_timestamp(MAX(LoginStamp))-unix_timestamp(MIN(LoginStamp)))/60  

    AS LoginFrequency 

FROM Sessions  

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Group Sessions table by ClientUsername and use COUNT, AVG aggregators to create 

features for all platform users. 

 

❖ Create FeatureSpaceMobile query 

 

CREATE TABLE FeatureSpaceMobile AS 

SELECT Sessions.ClientUsername AS Username, 

                COUNT(ClientSession) AS SessionCount, 

                AVG(SessionDuration) AS AvgSessionDuration, 

                AVG(InteractionDelay) AS AvgInteractionDelay, 

                AVG(ServiceCount) AS AVGServiceCount, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT ClientIPAdress) AS UniqueIPs, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT City) AS UniqueCities, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT ClientDetails) AS UniqueDetails, 

                (unix_timestamp(MAX(LoginStamp))-unix_timestamp(MIN(LoginStamp)))/60  

                AS LoginFrequency 

FROM Sessions 

WHERE Platform="mobile" 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Group Sessions table by ClientUsername and use COUNT, AVG aggregators to create 

features for all mobile users. 
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❖ Create FeatureSpaceWeb query 

 

CREATE TABLE FeatureSpaceWeb AS 

SELECT Sessions.ClientUsername AS Username, 

                COUNT(ClientSession) AS SessionCount, 

                AVG(SessionDuration) AS AvgSessionDuration, 

                AVG(InteractionDelay) AS AvgInteractionDelay, 

                AVG(ServiceCount) AS AVGServiceCount, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT ClientIPAdress) AS UniqueIPs, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT City) AS UniqueCities, 

                COUNT(DISTINCT ClientDetails) AS UniqueDetails, 

                (unix_timestamp(MAX(LoginStamp))-unix_timestamp(MIN(LoginStamp)))/60  

                AS LoginFrequency 

FROM Sessions  

WHERE Platform="web" 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Group Sessions table by ClientUsername and use COUNT, AVG aggregators to create 

features for all web users. 

 

 

❖ Create TransCounts query 

 

CREATE TABLE TransCounts AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

    COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS TransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM Trans) 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls. Select all the 

interactions that contain a transactional API call for all platform users.  
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❖ Create TransCountMobile query 

 

CREATE TABLE TransCountsMobile AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

                COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS TransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM Trans) AND 

DetailsPlatform.Platform="mobile" 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls.  Select all the 

interactions that contain a transactional API call for all mobile users.  

 

 

❖ Create TransCountWeb query 

 

CREATE TABLE TransCountsWeb AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

                COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS TransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM Trans) AND DetailsPlatform.Platform="web" 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls. Select all the 

interactions that contain a transactional API call for all web users.  
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❖ Create NonTransCounts query 

 

CREATE TABLE NonTransCounts AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

                COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS NonTransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM NonTrans) 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls. Select all the 

interactions that contain a non-transactional API call for all platform users.  

 

 

❖ Create NonTransCountsMobile query 

 

CREATE TABLE NonTransCountsMobile AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

                COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS NonTransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM NonTrans) AND 

DetailsPlatform.Platform="mobile" 

GROUP BY ClientUsername; 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls. Select all the 

interactions that contain a non-transactional API call for all mobile users.  
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❖ Create NonTransCountsWeb query 

 

CREATE TABLE NonTransCountsWeb AS 

SELECT ClientUsername, 

                COUNT(Interactions.ServiceName) AS NonTransCount 

FROM Interactions 

JOIN DetailsPlatform 

ON Interactions.ClientDetails=DetailsPlatform.Details 

WHERE Interactions.ServiceName IN (SELECT * FROM NonTrans) AND 

DetailsPlatform.Platform="web" 

 

Join Interactions with DetailsPlatform on ClientDetails in order to retrieve Platform field. 

Group the records by ClientUsername and count total number of API calls. Select all the 

interactions that contain a non-transactional API call for all web users.  

 

 

 

Query Execution time (minutes) Size on HDFS 

Create Sessions 40 18,6 GB 

Create FeatureSpace 4 59,7 MB 

Create FeatureSpaceMobile 1 19 MB 

Create FeatureSpaceWeb 3 56,7 MB 

Create TransCounts 11 5,4 MB 

Create TransCountsMobile 8 698 KB 

Create TransCountsWeb 11 5.3 MB 

Create NonTransCounts 11,5 9,9 MB 

Create NonTransCountsMobile 8,5 3,6 MB 

Create NonTransCountsWeb 11 9 MB 

 

Figure 16 - Queries execution time and size 
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Chapter 9 
 

Clustering algorithm input generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 9 describes the final feature space and also how it is finally generated. 
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 In order to ensure that clustering results agree with analysis requirements, the given 

input must contain features relevant with analysis goals. Considering that the goal of the 

analysis, is to cluster users based on their familiarity with the e-banking platform and with 

technology in general, features must help to indicate users’ technological experience level. 

The more relevant with final objective are the input features, the more possible is to produce 

realistic clusters. Using initial data, the following features were generated: 

 

❖ SessionCount 

Total number of sessions per user. Users involved in many sessions, tend to be more 

familiar with the platform. An increased use of i-banking platform, should indicate a 

good, solid experience level. 

 

❖ AvgSessionDuration 

Average session duration in minutes for this user.  This variable is a little ambiguous 

to interpret, because high average session duration either indicates that user is 

experienced and spends a lot of time per session making complex transactions or user 

has not yet become familiar with the application and needs more time to interact with 

the interface. In this case an increased average session duration occurs. Despite this 

ambiguity, it is interesting to include this variable and observe how the clustering 

algorithm behaves.  

 

❖ AvgInteractionDelay 

Average delay between interactions per session for this user. Familiarized users, tend 

to know where they supposed to click and when to do it. Thus, small interaction delay 

should indicate a more experienced user.  

 

 

❖ AVGServiceCount 

Average number of services per session for this user. Another possible good indicator 

for user experience level. High number of requested API calls per session on average, 

should point out a more experienced user that is aware of application’s basic principles 

and is able to perform many different tasks per session. 
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❖ UniqueIPs 

Number of unique IP addresses this user used. An increased number of different IP 

addresses, is a good sign that user has a good level of experience, since there is access 

from different devices and different locations.  

 

❖ UniqueCities 

Number of unique cities this user’s IP address originated from. This variable is closely 

related with UniqueIPs and may reveal useful insight about technology familiarity. 

 

❖ UniqueDetails 

Number of unique client details found for this user. Once again, a counter metric 

where increased numbers are connected with good knowledge of the platform. 

 

❖ LoginFrequency 

Login frequency in minutes for this user. A frequent activity, indicates extensive 

platform usage and should contribute into better experience level.  

 

Besides all the above features, that were generated using given interactions, two more 

variables should be taken under consideration. Number of transactional and non-

transactional tasks performed. This metric is possible to help into forming better 

clusters. Having already created tables which contain usernames and these counters 

(TransCounts, NonTransCounts etc. ) it is easy to perform some joins and create final 

feature space for each one of the three analyses. 
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❖ Create final feature space for all platform users 

 

INSERT OVERWRITE LOCAL DIRECTORY 'hdfs:///user/root/feature-space' 

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED 

SELECT Username, 

    SessionCount, 

    AvgSessionDuration, 

    AvgInteractionDelay, 

    AVGServiceCount, 

    UniqueIPs, 

    UniqueCities, 

    UniqueDetails, 

    LoginFrequency, 

    TransCount, 

    NonTransCount 

FROM FeatureSpace 

LEFT JOIN TransCounts 

ON FeatureSpace.Username=TransCounts.ClientUsername 

LEFT JOIN NonTransCounts 

ON FeatureSpace.Username=NonTransCounts.ClientUsername; 

 

Join FeatureSpace with TransCounts and NonTransCount on ClientUsername 

and retrieve TransCount and NonTransCount along with all other features. The result 

of select query is written directly in an HDFS directory. 
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❖ Create final feature space for all mobile users 

 

INSERT OVERWRITE LOCAL DIRECTORY 'hdfs:///user/root/feature-space-

mobile' 

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED 

SELECT Username, 

    SessionCount, 

    AvgSessionDuration, 

    AvgInteractionDelay, 

    AVGServiceCount, 

    UniqueIPs, 

    UniqueCities, 

    UniqueDetails, 

    LoginFrequency, 

    TransCount, 

    NonTransCount 

FROM FeatureSpaceMobile 

LEFT JOIN TransCountsMobile 

ON FeatureSpaceMobile.Username=TransCountsMobile.ClientUsername 

LEFT JOIN NonTransCountsMobile 

ON FeatureSpaceMobile.Username=NonTransCountsMobile.ClientUsername; 

 

Join FeatureSpaceMobile with TransCountsMobile and NonTransCountMobile 

on ClientUsername and retrieve TransCount and NonTransCount along with all other 

features. The result of select query is written directly in an HDFS directory. 
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❖ Create feature space for all web users 

 

INSERT OVERWRITE LOCAL DIRECTORY 'hdfs:///user/root/feature-space-web' 

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED 

SELECT Username, 

    SessionCount, 

    AvgSessionDuration, 

    AvgInteractionDelay, 

    AVGServiceCount, 

    UniqueIPs, 

    UniqueCities, 

    UniqueDetails, 

    LoginFrequency, 

    TransCount, 

    NonTransCount 

FROM FeatureSpaceWeb 

LEFT JOIN TransCountsWeb 

ON FeatureSpaceWeb.Username=TransCountsWeb.ClientUsername 

LEFT JOIN NonTransCountsWeb 

ON FeatureSpaceWeb.Username=NonTransCountsWeb.ClientUsername; 

 

Join FeatureSpaceWeb with TransCountsWeb and NonTransCountWeb on 

ClientUsername and retrieve TransCount and NonTransCount along with all other 

features. The result of select query is written directly in an HDFS directory. 
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Chapter 10 
 

 

Feature selection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 10 presents all the steps for the selection of the best parameters and 

features. 
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 ‘Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, 

as every other problem of this kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of 

unlabeled data. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are “similar” between them 

and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging to other clusters.’ Mandulatha mentions in his 

paper[12]. There are four main kinds of clustering algorithm methods. Partitional, hierarchical, 

grid-based and model-based algorithms.  

 

 Partitional algorithms specify an initial number of groups and then reallocate data 

points between groups iteratively. It is called partitional, because clusters are determined at 

once. K-means and k-medoids are two very famous partitional algorithms. K-means is the 

algorithm that will be used to cluster user interaction data for a number of reasons. Firstly, 

because of its linear time and space complexity. Total data set contains approximately 2 

million distinct users, which creates problems for algorithm with more than linear complexity. 

Another reason, is the fact that K-means is a highly studied and tested algorithm and thus 

trusted by the academic community for giving reliable and robust results. Pseudo code of K-

means is the following: 

 

1. Pick k points (centroids), one per cluster 

2. Assign remaining points to closest centroid 

3. In each cluster update location of its centroid 

4. Reassign points, if necessary 

5. Repeat steps 3-4 until clusters stabilize 

 

K-Means seeks to minimize the variance of the distances from the centroids [10]. Another 

property of K-means is that tends to generate isotropic clusters, clusters with similar number 

data points. However, it is sensitive to noise and can be trapped into local minima. 
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Figure 17 - K-means visualization 

 

The above figure shows a two iteration execution of K-means. In picture (b), centroids 

are randomly initialized. Pictures c-f illustrate the two iterations. Algorithm converges, when 

centroids stop change. Python module scikit-learn contains an implementation of K-means, 

that is used to cluster data set. It takes as input the desired number of clusters - k. In order to 

remove some of the noise, that will otherwise distort clustering results, only users with more 

than one session logged, were included in the input. This cutoff preserves data quality, 

because variables such as login frequency for users with only one session would be zero. 

Also, realistically speaking, it is difficult to decide what is the technological experience for a 

user that has so limited interaction with the platform. 

 

Raw data feature differ in value range. These kind of differences will definitely affect 

clustering results. K-means compute similarity and in this case similarity measure is 

Euclidean distance, a significant difference in columns’ value range will result into wrong 

clusters. In order to avoid these kind of computational instabilities, data regularization is 

required. In this case, the following calculation is applied in every column: 
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Figure 18 - Regularization formula 

 

After applying this formula, all columns are scaled between 0 and 1. 

 

Since data set is a real-world use case, it is obvious that data will follow a highly 

skewed distribution with the majority of values to be small. K-means is not stable with highly 

skewed data. In this case, clusters were not isotropic and almost all data points were grouped 

into a cluster. A solution to this problem, is to transform initial data. Most common 

transformation to avoid data skewness is log transformation.  

 

 

Figure 19 - SessionCount histogram  
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 Figure 20 - SessionCount histogram after transformation 

 

 

Figure 21 - AvgInteractionDelay histogram  
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Figure 22 - AvgInteractionDelay histogram after transformation 

 

Figures 19-22 show distribution examples from mobile users data et. There is clearly 

big difference after logarithmic transformation and is good indicator, that clustering results 

should be stable and reliable. 

 

Next step of the analysis is to select best k parameter for K-means and best feature 

subset for each analysis. This process is called feature selection. Since it is an unsupervised 

learning approach, no true labels were pre-assigned on users, a kind of metric is essential for 

evaluating cluster quality. Having one such metric, the best (k, feature-subset) pair would be 

the one that maximizes this metric. Internal validation measures are based on compactness 

and separation [11]. These criteria provide a quantifiable measure for partition goodness after 

clustering.  Compactness measures indicate how compact are the cluster. A cluster is compact 

when all its data points are closely related, which is a very important property. Separation 

examines how distinct is every cluster. A clustering result must considered right, not only 

when each cluster contains similar points, but also when there are no overlaps and clusters are 

clearly partitioned. 
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Figure 23 - Internal clustering validation measures 

 

 Figure 23 summarizes all the internal clustering validation measures, which are 

thoroughly described and studied by Liu, Li, Xiong, Gao and Wu in their paper [11]. There is a 

variety of internal validation metrics. Selection of the most appropriate one depends on the 

analysis requirements and what the analysts want to evaluate. The very notion of good 

clustering is relative, and is a question of point of view. Among all these different measures, 

Silhouette seems to be the most suitable candidate for this clustering problem. First of all, it 

has the following formula: 

 

 

 

Figure 24 - Silhouette index formula 
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The Silhouette index validates the clustering performance based on pairwise 

difference of between and within-cluster distances. One more useful property of this metric, is 

that it takes values between -1 and 1. Value interpretation is shown below in figure 25. 

 

0.71 < S < 1.0 A strong structure has been found 

0.51 < S < 0.7 A reasonable structure has been found 

0.26 < S < 0.5 The structure is weak and could be artificial.  

Try additional methods of data analysis 

S < 0.25 No substantial structure has been found 

 

Figure 25 - Silhouette interpretation 

 

Based on formula from figure 24, Silhouette score has O(n2) computational 

complexity, thus is is not possible to calculate it in full scale. In order to overcome this 

obstacle, instead of full data set, a random sample from each cluster was extracted. Since it is 

random, the sample is representative of the full data set. In each case, a random sample of 

10000/k data points was extracted from each cluster. As far as the feature selection is 

concerned, a forward elimination was used, where starting with an empty set, in i-th step the 

subset of i-length that maximizes Silhouette score is chosen. Pseudo code for feature selection 

is as follows: 

 

For k = [2 , 3 ,4 ,5] 

 feature_space = {} 

 Repeat until the full model is reached 

  For all features 

   If feature is not in feature_space 

    curr_fs = feature_space+feature 

   Run k-Means with current k on curr_fs 

   Perform random sampling on curr_fs 

    Compute Silhouette score of this sample 

            max_feature = feature that maximizes Silhouette score  

  Append max_feature into feature_space 
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 In the three following plots is presented the Silhouette score for each k , subset-length 

and analysis case. 

 

 

Figure 26 - Mobile user analysis 

 

 

Figure 27 - Web user analysis 
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Figure 28 - All platform user analysis 

 

 

 Below plots illustrate, that there is a trade-off between k parameter and number of 

features. As the number of features is increased, then Silhouette declines but at a different rate 

per k parameter. Therefore, results feature selection based only on these plots should not be 

entirely correct. One alternative approach of Silhouette score studying is to plot Silhouette 

index of each data point, sorted per cluster [5]. There are three criteria, for the selection of best 

k parameter: 

 

1. Mean value should be as close to 1 as possible. 

2. Plot of each cluster should be above the mean value as much as possible. Any plot 

region below the mean value is not desirable. 

3. The width of the plot should be as uniform as possible. 
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In the plot below a bad case scenario is presented. Clusters 3 and 4 have data points 

with scores below 0 and cluster 3 has no point with score above mean. Therefore, k = 5 is not 

a good choice in this example. 

 

 

Figure 29 - Bad Silhouette plot example 

 

 

 

 

 After executing the proposed feature selection algorithm, the results for each analysis 

case are the following: 
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❖ Mobile user analysis 

  Best k = 2 

  Best feature subset = {LoginFrequency , AvgInteractionDelay ,UniqueDetails} 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30 - Silhouette plot for mobile user analysis 
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❖ Web user analysis 

  Best k = 3 

  Best feature subset = {LoginFrequency  ,UniqueDetails} 

 

 

 

Figure 31 - Silhouette plot for web user analysis 
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❖ All platform user analysis 

  Best k = 3 

  Best feature subset = {LoginFrequency  ,UniqueCities} 

 

 

 

Figure 32 - Silhouette plot for all platform user analysis 
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Chapter 11 
 

Intra cluster analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 11 examines the internal structure of the clusters and matches each 

one with an technological experience level. 
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 The final step of the analysis is to actually interpret each formed cluster and match 

each one with a user experience level that it best describes. Computing user experience is not 

an easy task, because there is no standard metric or heuristic function to measure it. Only 

available information, is interaction data and formed clusters. In order to perform some sort of 

pattern discovery between data of each cluster, association rule mining is used. Association 

rule is one of the data mining tasks which can be used to uncover relationship among data. 

Association rule identifies specific association among data and its techniques are generally 

applied to a set of transactions in a database.[8] This technique will help to identify which 

features are common per cluster and which are different among all the formed clusters.  

 

 Most famous algorithm used in pattern discovery via association rules is called apriori 

and is optimized to run in big data sets. Pseudo code for apriori is as follows: 

 

 1. Let k = 1  

2. Generate frequent itemsets of length 1 

3. Repeat until no new frequent itemsets are identified  

1. Generate length (k+1) candidate itemsets from length k frequent itemsets 

2. Prune candidate itemsets containing subsets of length k that are infrequent 

  How many k-itemsets contained in a (k+1)-itemset?  

3. Count the support of each candidate by scanning the DB 

4. Eliminate candidates that are infrequent, leaving only those that are frequent 

 

A Python module called apyori, that implements Apriori Algorithm was used to 

generate frequent rules. One basic requirement for the algorithm is that needs discrete values 

and the feature space contains only numeric continuous variables. Thus, a way to discretize 

input data is required. In order to achieve this, all selected features per analysis were 

partitioned into three equal - width bins. (low, normal, high). Each bin contains same number 

of values, in order to handle data skewness.  

There are various selection criteria for frequent rules, such as support, confidence and 

lift. For better result quality and stability, lift was used to mine frequent rules.  
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Figure 33 - Lift formula 

 

 When Lift(X -> Y) > 1, then X and Y items appear together more often than expected. 

In other words, occurrence of item X has a positive effect on the occurrence of items Y. 

 

❖ Mobile user analysis 

Cluster 0 

Rule Lift 

interaction_delay_low , login_frequency_high 1.13 

interaction_delay_low , unique_details_high 1.11 

interaction_delay_normal , login_frequency_high 1.03 

interaction_delay_normal , unique_details_high 1.034 

interaction_delay_high , login_frequency_low 1.41 

unique_details_low , login_frequency_low 2.67 

unique_details_normal , login_frequency_low 1.88 

unique_details_high , login_frequency_hig 1.48 

unique_details_high , login_frequency_normal 1.15 

interaction_delay_low , unique_details_high , login_frequency_high 1.16 

interaction_delay_normal , unique_details_high , login_frequency_high 

 

1.0.3 

login_frequency_normal , interaction_delay_low , unique_details_high 1.07 

interaction_delay_normal , login_frequency_normal 1.01 

login_frequency_normal , interaction_delay_low 1.01 
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Cluster 1 

Rule Lift 

interaction_delay_low , login_frequency_high 1.13 

interaction_delay_low , unique_details_high 1.11 

interaction_delay_normal , login_frequency_high 1.03 

interaction_delay_normal , unique_details_high 1.034 

interaction_delay_high , login_frequency_low 1.41 

unique_details_low , login_frequency_low 2.67 

unique_details_normal , login_frequency_low 1.88 

unique_details_high , login_frequency_hig 1.48 

unique_details_high , login_frequency_normal 1.15 

interaction_delay_low , unique_details_high , login_frequency_high 1.16 

interaction_delay_normal , unique_details_high , login_frequency_high 

 

1.0.3 

 

 

Rules in yellow are common in both clusters, forming a general base for the data set. A 

summary of general base is: 

low to normal interaction delay with high unique details and high frequency - very good 

high interaction delay with low to normal frequency - bad 

low to normal unique details with low frequency - very bad 

high details with normal to high frequency - good 

low interaction delay with high frequency and unique details - very good 

normal interaction delay with high frequency and unique details - good 
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Labels very bad, bad, good ,very good were assigned using thumb rule. General base 

converges to good experience level. Cluster 1 contains only base rules. Cluster 0 has these 

extra rules: 

 

low to normal interaction delay with normal login frequency - good 

normal frequency with low interaction delay and high unique details - very good 

 

Therefore, cluster 0 contains users with normal to good technological experience level and 

cluster 1 contains more experienced users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 - Final clustering results for mobile users 
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❖ Web user analysis 

 

Cluster 0 

Rule Lift 

login_frequency_high ,unique_details_high 1.74 

login_frequency_low , unique_details_low 2.55 

unique_details_normal , login_frequency_normal 1.40 

 

 

Cluster 1 

Rule Lift 

login_frequency_high ,unique_details_high 2 

login_frequency_low , unique_details_low 2.17 

unique_details_normal , login_frequency_normal 1.47 

unique_details_high , login_frequency_normal 1.01 

 

high details with normal frequency - good 

 

Cluster 2 

Rule Lift 

login_frequency_high ,unique_details_high 1.78 

login_frequency_low , unique_details_low 2.47 

unique_details_normal , login_frequency_normal 1.40 

 

Base rules summary: 

 low frequency with low details - bad 

high frequency with high details - good 

normal details with normal details - normal 
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General base converges to normal. 

Therefore, cluster 0 contains users with bad technological experience level, cluster 1 contains 

experienced users and cluster 2 contains users with normal experience level. 

 

 

Figure 35 - Final clustering results for web platform  users 

 

❖ All platform user analysis 

 

Cluster 0 

Rule Lift 

unique_cities_low , login_frequency_low 1.74 

login_frequency_normal , unique_cities_high 1.55 

login_frequency_normal , unique_cities_normal 1.11 

 

 low cities with low frequency - bad 

 normal frequency with normal to high cities - normal 
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Cluster 1 

Rule Lift 

unique_cities_high , login_frequency_high 1 

 

 high cities with high frequency - good 

 

Cluster 2 

Rule Lift 

unique_cities_high , login_frequency_high 1.03 

login_frequency_normal , unique_cities_normal 1.07 

 

high cities with high frequency - good 

 normal cities with normal frequency - normal 

 

Therefore, cluster 0 contains users with bad technological experience level, cluster 1 contains 

experienced users and cluster 2 contains users with normal experience level. 

 

 

 

Figure 36 - Final clustering results for all platform  users 
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